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It’s been said that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. That certainly can be
true. We all have different tastes. We aren’t all drawn to the same things or
appreciate the same styles or consider the same things as beautiful. You
may be drawn to blue hues while others have a greater appreciation for
greens or yellows. Brenda may find me stunningly beautiful, but I’m not
everyone’s cup of tea. 

  

Even though we might differ in what we consider beautiful, we are all drawn to beauty. Whether it’s the
brilliant colors of spring, the gorgeous red-orange glow of a perfect sunset, a piece of art or a work of
architecture that catches our attention, beauty has the power to captivate us and leave us breathless.

 

 
 When was the last time that beauty caught your eye? When was the last time you stopped and
appreciated something beautiful? When was the last time that beauty took your breath away?



 
 It’s one thing to slow down enough or to live in the moment to the degree that we can appreciate
beauty when we see it, but it’s another thing altogether to appreciate beauty in a way that turns our
heart to the one who creates beauty for us to enjoy. It’s one thing to appreciate beauty for beauty’s
sake, it’s quite another thing to appreciate beauty that turns to praise, worship and thanksgiving
expressed to God. An appreciation for beauty can help open the heart to a greater capacity to express
gratitude and praise to Jesus our creator.

  
 I need to confess that seeing beauty doesn’t come to me naturally. I’ve never been much of an artist.
 I’m more prone to be critical, even cynical, than I even care to admit. I’m becoming more aware of how
much beauty I miss out on because I’m quick to criticize, critique or even condemn. My eyes and my
heart aren’t always looking for beauty but are more prone to notice flaws or find faults.

  
 I’ve been challenged here of late to take beauty more seriously. I’m intentionally trying to notice the
beauty that is before me each day, often beyond my limited ability to see or appreciate it. It’s an
intentional effort: noticing the beautiful. It’s even more intentional to move from simply taking notice of
the beauty before me and moving to praise of the creator behind the beauty before my eyes.

  
 It may be a sunset or the daffodils of spring. It may be the way in which a mother tenderly cares for her
child. It could be the moment of one brother washing another brother’s feet or the song offered in
praise and worship. It may be through brilliant colors, nature’s handiwork or someone else’s thoughtful
work and design. God places beauty in front of us all the time, for us to enjoy and to draw our attention
to Him.

  
 Are you looking for beauty today? Does the sight of beauty draw your heart closer the Savior who
created the beauty and gave His life to redeem you and make you part of the beautiful story that He is
writing? Take some time to notice the beauty before you this week. Appreciate it and allow it to remind
you of the great God who is the artist behind all the beauty we see.

  
 Christ’s Peace,

 Lance

THE GEM $25 GIVE AWAY
Are you a current or former reader of The GEM? Then we
want to hear from you! 

 

Take The GEM survey here (http://www.cggc.org/gem-survey). To express our gratitude for your
time, those who enter contact information will be entered into a drawing for one of three $25
cash cards. The drawing will take place on July 6, 2018.
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